
style & finish   

hardworking, stylish, and
infinitely customizable 

planning guide

Add the beauty and character of premium solid wood doors and 
trimwork to your laminate casework cabinets. Available in cherry, 
maple, oak and walnut, these solid wood doors add a touch of el-
egance to any custom furniture design. See your More Space Place 
designer for more details.

▼  Solid wood door styles shown are available in the following 
finishes: 
      (Custom and designer finishes also available.)
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candlelight
maple

chocolate

north 
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cherry

wild cherry

solid wood

shaker

lexington

traditional

rope accenttriple edge glazed

molding& trim
Finish your custom look with 
decorative molding & trim.  
Available in premium wood and 
thermofoil  in matching finishes.

fluted column trim

deluxe crown molding

need help?

Candlelight Maple Shaker - Solid Wood

*actual finishes may vary from colors shown.

Our expert design staff is ready 
to assist you with measurements, 
furniture planning and pricing. 

www.morespaceplace.com

rope & dentil molding (solid wood only)
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Hardworking laminate is a stylish and affordable choice that 
compliments any decor.  Constructed with the highest quality 
substrate, laminate casework and contemporary style doors are 
easy to care for and durable.    

▼ Contemporary door style available in the following finishes:
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▼ Door styles shown available in the following thermofoil finishes:
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thermofoil
Combined with laminate casework, thermofoil doors are available in a large selection of 
styles and finishes. This durable and long lasting material is easy to care for.  Constructed 
with  MDF and thermofoil wrap.  See your More Space Place designer for more details.
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shaker shaker 
single bead

shaker
double bead

mullion
doors
Available in many 
foil and wood door 
styles.  Choose 
from a variety of 
glass and laminate 
inserts for a truly 
custom creation. 

olive

Sleek and sporty, our high gloss finishes 
come in eased edge & sunrise door styles.  
Ask about additional color options

high gloss

the sky is the limit

Ardesia Gray Contemporary - Textured Drawer Fronts

Chocolate Sunrise
Thermofoil

light
green
metallic

Note: Black Woodgrain Thermofoil is not available in Shaker Single Bead or Shaker Double Bead.

white

white

Textured laminate contemporary style doors and drawer fronts designed with 
horizontal cross grain create a Euro style look that is unique and distinctive.  
These wood grain laminates offer the natural look and feel of real wood just as it 
would be in nature.

textured

white

purple wenge shade on 
black

With thousands of  different 
style, finish, and design combi-
nations available, More Space 
Place offers you more ways to 
show off your signature style. 
Too many choices? No prob-
lem... we’re here to help!  Our 
experienced designers are 
ready to assist you.  Visit your 
local showroom to schedule 
a consultation and find more 
space saving ideas for your 
home.  
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